
Create machines w2, w3, w4 (concurrent)

Cluster and Machine Spec
$ egrep -e "aff|ant" *.yaml | grep -v want
cluster.yaml:        affinity:
cluster.yaml:            - aff1
cluster.yaml:            - aff2
cluster.yaml:        antiaffinity:
cluster.yaml:            - ant1
cluster.yaml:            - ant2

worker.w1.yaml:    affinity: aff1
worker.w2.yaml:    affinity: aff1

worker.w3.yaml:    affinity: ant1
worker.w4.yaml:    affinity: ant1

VM Groups Created in vSphere

Rules created in vSpehre

Rule1: W1 and W2 must be on the same host
Rule2: W3 and W4 must be on different hosts

vMotion triggered by vSphere 

Verification
Worker nodes are aligned as per the rules…

Rule1: W1 and W2 must be on the same host
Rule2: W3 and W4 must be on different hosts
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